Listing Verification

The following Company/product(s) is listed for use with the below ETL Listed Mark(s) below.

Date Issued
July 18, 2013

Issued To
Martin Professional A/S

Standard(s):

Standard for Luminaires – CAN/CSA-E598-2-17-98; Part 2: Particular Requirements Section 17: Luminaires for Stage Lighting, Television and Film Studios (Outdoor and Indoor); General Instruction No. 1-2, Issue: 1998/03/01 Ed:1 (R2012)

Product
Moving Head Stage and Studio Luminaires

Model(s)
902330xy (where "x" is 0, 1, or 2, and "y" is any number or letter followed by MAC Viper Profile)

902330xy (where "x" is 3 or 4, and "y" is any number or letter followed by MAC Viper AirFX)

902330xy (where x is 5 or 6 and y is any number or letter followed by MAC Viper Wash)

902330xy (where x is 7, 8, or 9 and y is any number or letter followed by MAC Viper Wash DX)

902331xy (where x is 0, 1, or 2 and y is any number or letter followed by MAC Viper Performance)

9161405x (where x is 1 or 5 followed by MAC Viper Fresnel lens)

9161405x (where x is 0 or 4 followed by MAC Viper PC lens)

9161405x (where x is 2 or 6 followed by MAC Viper Quadray module)

9161405x (where x is 3 or 7 followed by MAC Viper Beam Kit)
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